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Working with Public Accounting Firms is Not a Big Part
of what we do... it’s the ONLY thing we do!
Often described as, “The Accountants to the Accounting Profession”, we provide
public accountants with a broad range of services including practice management
consultancy, practice broking, marketing consultancy, a vehicle & equipment
finance referral service and profitability diagnostics.
To support these services we also develop and distribute a range of practical tools
specifically designed for the Australian accounting profession including:
Software Programs

Templates

Websites

Checklists

Client Newsletters

Seminar Materials

Firm Brochures

Marketing Tools

The purpose of this catalogue is to give you an outline of the ‘products’ on offer
that are designed to help you improve your practice efficiency, profitability and
value. After 13 years ‘in your shoes’ as a sole practitioner I appreciate the need
and value of these proven and affordable tools that will help you streamline your
processes, deliver consistent and quality advice plus eliminate your write offs.
Most principals and partners want to grow their practice and while there is no
silver bullet, we recognise the importance of referrals and marketing. The issue
for most firms is how to unlock the potential in your practice and some of the tools
in this catalogue are the key. Of course, if your objective is growth you also need
to have the capacity and resources to take on the extra work so you can maintain
the quality of service. Too many firms have clients using accounting software
programs beyond their business needs and level of accounting skill that simply
produces ‘computerised shoeboxes’. They simply create low level bookkeeping
work, bottlenecks in workflow and choke your profitability and practice value.
Apart from the tools featured in this catalogue, our website is also a valuable
resource for anyone in public practice. You’ll find the site includes free tips on
growing your practice plus downloadable e-booklets on adding extra income
streams, the practice of the future and buying or selling a practice. If you don’t
already subscribe to our popular public practitioner’s newsletter, The General
Journal, you can register on the site and access back issues.
We work with a network of around 2,000 accounting firms in
Victoria and Albury and are dedicated to helping you succeed
in public practice. Contact us today to discuss any of the tools
in this catalogue and to order simply complete the order form
inside this catalogue.

Pat Camm
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The Accountant’s Marketing Toolkit
To some extent, the introduction of GST in this country disguised the need for
accountants to market their practice. The extra work created by GST and quarterly
BAS’s still finds most accounting firms very busy with little spare capacity. It’s
therefore no surprise that marketing is on the bottom of most accountants ‘to do’
lists but being busy doesn’t necessarily translate into profit or growth.
How is it that some firms have an annual growth rate in excess of 20% per annum
and others are flat lining? Principals and partners constantly complain that they
can’t attract the right type of client or they simply don’t get enough client
referrals. Firms that struggle to get referrals generally don’t know how or when to
ask for the referral and hope satisfied clients will simply refer their friends, family
and small business colleagues. Hope is not an effective marketing strategy. Unless
you have a system to drive referrals to your practice, your word-of-mouth business
is probably going to be random and unpredictable. Imagine if you had a system
that proactively encouraged referrals so that 1 in 5 of your current clients gave
you a referral every year? What about if those referrals were your ‘ideal’ type of
client?
Successful firms define marketing as the process of promoting their full range of services to their clients and prospects. Being
a ‘process’ it follows logical steps and is supported by a number of tools that remove the uncomfortable ‘selling’ feeling when
asking for a referral. They also recognise the fact that the internet has transformed the way we communicate and do business
with our clients. They are focussed on strengthening client relationships and building their reputation so they get a consistent
level of referrals. Importantly, they understand marketing is an ongoing process not just an ad-hoc event and all their business
resources play a role in marketing – from the staff, right down to their letterhead, business cards, website content and the
reception area.
The accounting profession is constantly changing and firms can no longer rely on a single ‘rainmaker’ to hunt and then feed the
rest of the firm. Everyone must become involved in growing the firm. The truth is, marketing should never have been off the
agenda because you need to constantly appeal to the next generation of younger clients. If your client demographic is mainly
the over 50’s you might find the buyers gravitate away from your practice when it’s time to sell.
The Accountants Marketing Toolkit gives you the strategies or ‘what to do’ plus it provides you with the ‘how to do’ including
over 50 tools, templates, letters, PowerPoint presentations, brochures, sample website content and software programs on a
CD. The kit contains everything you need to attract a record number of client referrals and build a marketing plan for the
future. Some key sections include:
• Your first marketing priority is to focus on client retention rather than client acquisition. Too often accountants spend time
‘rolling out the red carpet’ for new clients at the expense of their existing clients and the kit is full of strategies and tools
to help stop any leakage
• First impressions count and the initial contact a client has with your practice could be the last. The kit provides a range
of purpose built materials for your reception area including a PowerPoint slideshow that showcases your range of services
together with templates for your firm brochure and a welcome kit for new clients
• A website is a necessity for any practice wanting to compete in the 21st century. You’ll learn why it should be your
marketing hub and the content needed to make your site a marketing, recruitment and referral magnet
• How to attract that illusive ‘ideal’ client with 12 proven referral strategies that are supported by a range of purpose built
tools to help you with implementation. For example, if you intend targeting niche markets (business start-ups, tradesmen
or clients buying a negatively geared property etc.) there are a range of tools and templates plus a list of websites that
you need to list on and build links back to your website
• Your marketing efforts should broaden and deepen the services you offer your clients. You’ll discover what clients really
want and the software you can use to bridge the gap between compliance and consulting. The kit details some extra
services you can bolt on to the practice and how to raise awareness of these services
• The 4 ways to grow your business with a look at some of the must have processes and corresponding tools and checklists
to improve your efficiency and profitability
• The marketing essentials guide including brand development such as your letterhead, logo, slogan, newsletters, practice
brochure, with compliments slip and business card. The kit includes templates and guidelines in all these areas.
This comprehensive toolkit is unique and has been specifically developed for public accountants in Australia.
We know the tools and techniques work because the firms using them report record levels of referrals and
fee growth.
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Websites

They say you can’t judge a book by its cover but when it comes to accountant’s
websites, potential new clients will pass judgement on your practice in seconds.
Statistically speaking, more than 90% of accountants in Australia don’t have a
website yet it is the starting point for the majority of business owners looking to
find a new accountant. An amateurish website (or no website at all) is not the type
of first impression you want to make with a prospective new client.
The majority of baby boomer practitioners are in denial on the effectiveness
of websites and make all sorts of excuses as to why they don’t have a website.
Accountants hate change but the small percentage of firms who have invested
in a quality website are reaping the rewards. In the US, a website is the most
important marketing tool an accounting firm can have but for many Australian
partners and principals it’s all been too hard or expensive - until now.
In conjunction with the Cashflow Manager group we have built a quality professional
website that serves as your marketing hub. It contains content that specifically
targets industry groups like tradesman, business start-ups and clients buying a
negatively geared property. You can select from more than 10 different ‘skins’ so
your website aligns with your corporate colours and logo. Prepared by accountants
for accountants, you can view these alternative layouts and take a 4 minute video
tour of the sample website at www.yourfirmwebsite.com
Your website needs to be more than just an electronic billboard or brochure. It
tells people who you are, what you offer and most importantly, why you should
be their accountant. Available 24/7, it needs to be a hard working ‘marketing
manager’ and if your current website isn’t generating leads for your practice, then
you’ve got the wrong website.
The website on offer is designed to provide content that is relevant and includes
a library of small business management articles that are regularly updated. Every
practice needs to market to the next generation of new clients otherwise they’re
going to be playing catch up. Let’s face it, without a website you’ll struggle
to attract the attention of Generation X and Y and this website doubles as a
recruitment tool because it ‘talks’ to these groups in the carefully constructed
‘careers’ section.
The internet provides a level ‘playing field’ so you can compete with larger firms
and showcase your expertise as well as cross sell your full range of accounting, tax
and financial services. You can connect with your clients through newsletters and
offer secure access to clients looking to upload confidential documents including
tax returns and financial statements. You will be able to refer clients to your
website with confidence and it will mirror the professionalism of your firm.
Some sites are already reporting phenomenal results and new client referrals.
Simply download and complete the application form from www.yourfirmwebsite.
com and you can be live in a few days. In fact, for a fraction of the cost you will
have a website worthy of a ‘big 4’ firm.
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Business Start Up Manager
How many times have you sat down with a client to discuss
the establishment or purchase of a new business? Your
answer is probably dozens if not hundreds of times!

accounting software options, employing staff, legal issues,
working from home and preparation of a cash flow budget
and business plan. The client then has a detailed booklet
they can refer to after the meeting.

You start the interview with a series of ‘fact find’ questions
about their proposed business venture then you discuss
alternative tax structures, registration requirements for TFN,
ABN and GST. Next you discuss issues including accounting
software options, business insurances, the methods of
claiming motor vehicle expenses, finance options and
possibly the preparation of a business plan. Sound familiar?

The Business Start-Up Manager and booklet offer a
systemised approach for accountants with clients starting
or buying a business. It provides quality control and ensures
that you (or your staff) have covered all aspects of starting
a small business with your client. At the end of the meeting
your client walks away with a tangible and valuable booklet
and within 24 hours of the appointment they also receive
a detailed letter of advice, a summary of the nominated
business structure and your invoice for the consultation.

At the end of the meeting, what do your clients leave your
office with? Apart from their head spinning with information
overload, most firms suggest their clients leave virtually
empty handed or with simply a photocopy of your scribbled
notes from the meeting. The advice is generally all verbal
and probably forgotten within 48 hours.

Putting the advice in writing improves the value of the
consultation, reduces the risk of future litigation and
improves the likelihood of future referrals. The accountants
who use the software and booklets suggest they are
‘brilliant tools’. The booklets can be purchased separately
and are labelled with a recommended retail price of $49
so clients perceive real value when you ‘gift’ it to them at
their meeting. They also serve as a marketing tool and you
can have them customised with your firm logo and contact
details on the front cover (minimum of 10 copies and artwork
fee may apply).

Not any more…
The ‘Business Start-Up Manager’ is a software program
that gives you an electronic checklist of topics to discuss
during the client meeting. You systematically work your way
through the tabbed sections and click on the appropriate
boxes with your selection.

For example, if you need to register the client for a TFN, ABN
and GST and tick those boxes on the checklist, it will pre-fill
this detail on both the letter of advice and your tax invoice
for the consultation. The program will then automatically
generate a detailed 4 to 5 page letter of advice based on
your selections. In addition, it will also produce a page that
summarises the nominated business structure.
To
complement
the
software we have also
published a 44 page
booklet that answers all
your clients’ questions
about starting or buying
a business. It provides
detail on topics such as
business structures, tax
registrations, insurances,
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Negative Gearing Manager
How many times have you sat down with a client to discuss
the tax implications of buying an investment property? The
answer is probably dozens, if not a hundred times for baby
boomer principals.
At the client meeting you probably provide the client with
an overview of how negative gearing works including the
preparation of a draft profit and loss statement based on a
number of assumptions. Using the client’s marginal tax rate
you break the cost of ownership down to a weekly figure so
they have some sort of indication regarding affordability.
Sound familiar? But what do clients leave your office with
and how much do you charge for the consultation?
My research suggests, in both instances, probably not much.
They might get a photocopy of your scribbled notes or the
draft profit and loss statement but not much else. Given
the advice is generally all verbal, it devalues quickly and
you probably don’t invoice the client the true value of the
consultation. Because the client walks away with very little
tangible evidence of the meeting most firms defer invoicing
the consultation until they prepare the clients’ tax return.
Not any more.

leave the meeting with a tangible booklet that adds value
to the consultation.
The software and booklet provide a systemised approach to
clients buying an investment property. In addition, it offers
consistency of advice and quality control so you will never
under charge for the consultation again. Putting the advice
in writing not only improves the value of the consultation, it
is a major point of difference to other firms and reduces the
risk of future litigation. The quality of the letter of advice,
booklet and easy to understand analysis also improves the
chances of future referrals. You can position the firm as a
negative gearing specialist and we have incorporated specific
content into a website we have developed that supports this
fact.

Negative Gearing Manager lets you systematically input
the property variables such as the purchase price, loan
amount, mortgage rate, rental income and projected
annual running costs. It also provides for the non-cash items
such as building allowance and depreciation. You select
the preferred ownership structure (including provision for
different ownership percentages) and enter each owner’s
current taxable income. The program then automatically
generates a detailed letter of advice which embeds a number
of analytical graphs and tables including the after tax cost
of ownership. Attached to the letter are supporting reports
including a 25 year profit and loss projection and cashflow
summary.
To complement the software we have also published a 44
page booklet, The Complete Guide to Buying a Negatively
Geared Property that answers all your clients’ questions
regarding buying, maintaining and selling a property. They
can also be a marketing tool with your firm name, logo and
contact details printed on the front cover. Clients will now
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Negative Gearing Booklets
When clients consult with you regarding the purchase of a
negatively geared property what do they leave your office
with? Our research suggests, probably a photocopy of your
interview notes and maybe a projected profit and loss
statement, but not much else. This probably explains why
most firms don’t charge enough for the consultation and
advice.

• Alterative Ownership Structures and their Tax
Consequences
• The Importance of Capital Growth
• The A-Z of What is Tax Deductible
• The Treatment of Establishment Costs
• The 13 Steps to Buying a Negatively Geared Property
• The Risks, Finance Options and Depreciation Write Off
• The Mechanics of the Capital Gains Tax
• Record Keeping Requirements

Benchmark surveys we conducted indicate the average
charge for a negative gearing consultation was less than
$150. Incredibly over 30% of firms did not even charge a
fee and a significant number of smaller firms also deferred
invoicing the fee preferring to package it up with the tax
return fee. This is a real issue as the value of the meeting
diminishes over time not to mention the impact on your cash
flow. To some extent many accountants feel the value of
the meeting is minimal because the client receives nothing
tangible. Not any more …

The booklet comes complete with several profit & loss
worksheets so you can prepare a range of financial
scenarios for a given property. The client leaves your office
with a booklet (labelled with a rrp of $49) and you can
take a photocopy of the worksheet for your file. Used in
conjunction with our software program, Negative Gearing
Manager, it provides a systemised approach to clients buying
an investment property.
Providing clients with this quality publication adds value to
the meeting and helps justify your consultation fee. It also
standardises the process and advice clients receive regarding
purchasing a negatively geared property. The booklets can
also be a marketing tool for the practice because when you
purchase 10 or more copies you can have your firm logo and
contact details printed on the front cover (artwork fee may
apply).

‘The Complete Guide to
Buying a Negatively Geared
Property’ is a 44 page
booklet you can give to
clients that explains how
negative gearing works and
serves as a reference book
because it addresses the
key issues including:

Manual Cash Books
For clients who prefer to use a manual bookkeeping system
we have several manual cash books, Cashflow Manager
(for small business owners) and Farm Manager (for primary
producers).

The Farm Manager
version
for
your
primary
production
clients includes extra
sections for the stock
agent and ‘harvest’
accounts. The cash
books can also serve
as a marketing tool for
the practice. When you purchase 10 or more copies you can
have your firm logo and contact details printed on the front
cover (one-off artwork fee may apply).

We have sold more than 250,000 copies of these cash books
because of their simplicity and the fact they come complete
with simple step by step instructions supported by worked
examples. There are separate sections to record Receipts,
Payments, complete a monthly Bank Reconciliation, record
Wages and GST. In addition, there are pages to record year
end stock, debtors and creditors. For the adventurous there
is also a Cashflow Budget section.

Motor Vehicle Log Books
You can supply your clients with an inexpensive, quality 34
page log book branded with your firm’s logo and contact
details on the front cover. The minimum order quantity to
have them personalised is 50 booklets but you can order
any quantity with the standard cover (see sample picture).
The vehicle log books are designed to fully comply with
the Australian Taxation Office substantiation requirements
and come complete with instructions and worked examples
to help your clients. The booklets include a section to log
the travel, record and file expense receipts and document
annual readings for 5 years.
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On The Money - Client Newsletter
Survey after survey confirms what savvy marketers already know, client newsletters
work!
They help to keep the firm top of mind plus build loyalty and goodwill. They are
the perfect vehicle to alert clients to the range of services you offer and while they
may not directly lead to an engagement or ‘sale’, they often prepare the way.
Your newsletter helps you keep in touch with clients, referral sources and can
introduce your firm to prospects. They help build new client relationships,
retain existing clients and facilitate cross-selling and up-selling of your services.
Newsletters demonstrate your knowledge and provide the ideal forum to ‘ask’ for
referrals.

Read and Valued...

A recent survey of 4,000 clients of financial services companies found that:
• 83% read some or most of the articles and 84% find the information useful
• Most respondents took action after reading a newsletter:
- 72% saved articles for future use
- 74% visited the provider’s website
- 60% passed on an article to a friend and
- 40% called for more information.

Cost-Effective Marketing Tool...

A report by the Direct Marketing Association shows that newsletters are the best
tool for developing new business. On a scale of 1 to 10, newsletters scored the
highest ranking at 7.6. By comparison, seminars/workshops scored 7.1, cold sales
letters 4.5 and cold sales calls 3.4.
Newsletters are perfect for starting a conversation with clients and the content is
obviously the key. Too many ‘off the shelf’ accounting and tax newsletters focus on
case and tax law that are simply too technical or irrelevant. For maximum impact
you need to combine relevance and education that showcase your skills and range
of services.
If you aren’t using a newsletter you and your clients are missing out. Theoretically
you might be able to write and produce your own newsletter but it can be costly,
difficult and time consuming. You lose valuable billable hours when writing
newsletters and producing a well designed in house newsletter takes more
talent and resources than many firms have. Choosing topics, writing articles and
managing production pose problems that can stop the newsletter going out on a
regular basis.
Despite the popularity of e-mail, print newsletters remain the preferred format. A
recent survey found that 33% of respondents prefer print, 21% favour email and 41%
wish to receive both. Print newsletters have a longer shelf life than electronic ones
and their tangibility often makes a stronger, more lasting impression on the reader.
On the other hand, electronic newsletters cost less and are easier to distribute so
you can issue them more frequently provided you have an accurate and up-to-date
database of email addresses. You may have the most attractive and professionallooking e-newsletter, but if it lands in the wrong inbox it is a complete waste. You
also have the option of posting your newsletter on your website as well as using a
copy as handouts and including them in all mailings to clients.

On The Money...

We offer accountants a professionally written, high quality quarterly
newsletter service called ‘On The Money’. The purpose is to
educate your clients about money, tax, financial issues and business
management but encourages them to contact you for more detailed
information. We brand each copy with your logo (that you supply) so
you can either mail or email the newsletter to your clients.
A sample copy is available from our office by calling (03) 9824 5300.
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Business Benchmarking Tool

The ‘Business Benchmarking Tool’ turns your simple covering letter enclosing
tax returns into a meaningful document by comparing your clients’ business
performance against ATO industry benchmarks.
A number of years ago the ATO released a large number of industry benchmarks
that captured details of revenue, profit and wages for most industry types. The
benchmarks were broken down by the type of business structure and turnover.
While the data is now several years old the size of the sample was so large the
data remains meaningful. For example, there are more than 1500 sole trader
hairdressers that have an annual turnover of between $100,001 and $299,999 in
the sample.
The process is simple, start by inputting the historical data of the business
including revenue, wages and net profit for the last few years. From the drop
down menus select the industry, type of business structure and annual turnover
range. At the click of a button you can then import the data into the letter and it
will automatically embed graphs comparing the business performance against the
ATO benchmarks.
Your letter enclosing the client’s tax returns will now contain some analytical
information including sales, wages and net profit calculations. Based on prior year
data it will also include graphs that highlight positive and negative trends.
Finally, the key graph is the comparative benchmarks which are designed to create
a conversation with your client. Clearly, if the clients bar chart mirrors the ATO’s
chart it would suggest that the client is in the ‘normal’ range and unlikely to
attract scrutiny. If, however, the chart looks abnormal it will create some points
for discussion and possibly highlight the likelihood of audit activity. This in turn
presents the opportunity for you to ‘sell’ audit insurance to the client or take
action to correct the anomaly.
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Practice Brochures
We have developed a range of professional brochures for your practice designed to
promote your range of services including several niche markets.

Firm Brochure
Your firm brochure is a comprehensive summary of your range of services and how
you assist your clients. This 8 page brochure comes customised with your firm logo
and contact details and is designed as an electronic brochure that you can email
to prospects and strategically place on your website for download. You could also
take it to your printer for publishing in hard copy.
It contains separate sections for topics such as tax solutions, budgets and cash
flows, business plans, financial planning, business start ups, growing your business,
asset protection and succession planning.

Business Start Up Brochure
Designed to attract clients starting a business, this 4 page brochure also comes
customised with your firm logo. It details your experience and the processes you
follow with business start ups.
It is also designed as an electronic brochure that you can email to prospects and
strategically place on your website for download. You could also take it to your
printer for publishing in hard copy.

Negative Gearing Brochure
With so many clients buying negatively geared properties this has become a real
niche market for many firms. This brochure (customised with your logo) is also
designed as a download from your website and ties in perfectly with the website
detailed in this catalogue that features a specific section on negative gearing.
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Cashflow Manager
Cashflow Manager is the simplest GST bookkeeping solution for your small and
micro-business clients. It is a single entry program that integrates with most of the
Accountant’s general ledger programs.
Clients simply record their receipts and payments into columns (just like a manual
cash book) that are labelled with a ‘GST’ tax type. The program then automatically
calculates the GST and produces reports that make the preparation of BAS’s and tax
returns a breeze.
If you are frustrated by the ‘computerised shoebox’ epidemic caused by clients using
sophisticated double entry accounting programs, Cashflow Manager is the answer. It
is a single entry bookkeeping program that requires no understanding of double entry
accounting concepts such as debits, credits and journal entries. Clients also don’t need
to know the distinction between assets, liabilities, income, expenses and equity.
The program is sold almost
exclusively through accounting
firms and despite no retail
presence there are over 100,000
users in this country. The
program is Australian owned,
operated and supported and
clients don’t need to undergo
lengthy or expensive training
courses. The program is so
simple that it comes with a
full, no questions asked 90 day
money back guarantee.

Cashflow Manager
CD-Rom Specifications
• Windows Vista 32 Bit or
• Windows XP with Service Pack 2 or
• Windows 2000 with Service Pack 4

When assessing a client’s business software needs there are two pivotal questions to
ask:
1. What are your business requirements – do you need stock, full general ledger or POS?

You will need at least 256 MB of RAM
(512 for Vista), a Super VGA (800 x 600)
monitor with 16 bit colour, 100MB of
available hard disk space, a CD-Rom plus
internet or a fax connection for product
activation.

2. What level of accounting skill do you have?
It is the client’s needs and skills that should dictate the software to use, not the size of the business, their turnover or the software
brand. Remember, quality reconciled client records are proven to eliminate write offs, create efficiency, improve job turnaround
times and increase practice profitability and value.

Cashflow Manager Features Include:

• A unique spreadsheet or column layout (like a manual cash book) that makes recording transactions very simple
• The columns can be automatically customised for a business ‘type’ with specific templates for industries including tradesman,
general sales (retailers), medical practices, professionals, associations & clubs, farmers and direct sales
• Each column is allocated a ‘GST’ tax type that automatically calculates the GST on each transaction (that can also be manually
edited)
• You can have multiple bank accounts within each business file
• Easy step by step process to match your records to the bank statement to complete the Bank Reconciliation. If the client uses
internet banking they can download their bank statement and import the transactions to quickly and easily reconcile their bank
account(s)
• Auto-column selection means you can pre-set a payee to a set column (e.g. Telstra could automatically default to the Telephone
column.)
• Unlike other programs where the data disappears from the screen, your receipts and payments stay in columns so you can see
the allocations
• The GST Report mirrors the Tax Office GST Calculation Worksheet (G1 to G20) to make completing the BAS a breeze and you can
lodge the BAS electronically
• Clients can email their backup file to you that you can restore in seconds
• Integrates with the Invoicing and Wages modules to directly transfer receipts and payments
• You can export your client’s Cashflow Manager data into your general ledger program (MYOB AO, Handisoft, Elite, Solution 6 etc.)
to save time and money
• Comes complete with the sales module of Invoice Manager so clients can prepare Tax Invoices, Customer Statements, Aged
Debtors Reports and control their Debtors
• Clients can print their invoices using the default layout or they can customise the layout with their logo
using a Microsoft Word function and email the invoices to customers
• For the adventurous, it also includes a Cashflow Budget and Variance function
• Includes an easy to follow help menu plus instruction manual and video tutorials
• Add on modules for Wages Manager, Creditors plus Inventory Tracking (GOLD version)
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Cashflow Manager GOLD
Cashflow Manager GOLD is the complete package for small business owners.
It lets you prepare computerised invoices, manage debtors, creditors and
cashflow plus run your payroll and track inventory.
Cashflow Manager GOLD is designed to help business owners with little or no
accounting knowledge keep excellent business records. The GOLD package includes
Cashflow Manager, Invoice Manager and Wages Manager in one complete integrated
package. It offers the following features:
• Record your receipts and payments using Cashflow Manager’s unique
spreadsheet or column layout that looks just like a manual cashbook
• The columns can be automatically customised for a business ‘type’ with
specific templates for industries including tradesman, general sales (retailers),
medical, professionals, associations & clubs and farmers
• Each column is allocated a ‘GST’ tax type that automatically calculates the
GST on each transaction (that can also be manually edited)
• You can have multiple bank accounts within a business file.
• Easy step by step process to match your records to the bank statement to
complete the Bank Reconciliation. If the client uses internet banking they can
download their bank statement and import the transactions to quickly and
easily reconcile their bank account(s)
• Comes complete with the sales module of Invoice Manager so clients can
prepare Tax Invoices, Customer Statements, Aged Debtors Reports and control
their Debtors
• Clients can print their invoices using the default layout or they can customise
the layout to include their logo using a Microsoft Word function and email the
invoices to customers
• For the adventurous, it also includes a Cashflow Budget and Variance
function
• Prepare Purchase Orders and keep track of supplier invoices (Creditors)
• Simply and easily manage employee records to save an amazing amount of
time on pay days
• Automatic calculation of the tax to be withheld from each employees pay
• Calculates all your employer superannuation contributions
• Save an incredible amount of time when processing year end PAYG Payment
Summaries for employees and Tax Office information
• All the reports for your BAS and managing your business and tax affairs
Cashflow Manager GOLD is comprehensive yet simple. It is designed to help
clients keep excellent records without having any understanding of double entry
accounting. Clients can also email their complete file to you so you can export all
the data to your general ledger system (Handisoft, MYOB AO, Elite, etc.)
Clients get a 90 day, full money back guarantee.

Cashflow Manager CD-Rom Specifications
• Windows Vista 32 Bit or
• Windows XP with Service Pack 2 or
• Windows 2000 with Service Pack 4

You will need at least 256 MB of RAM (512 for Vista), a Super VGA (800 x 600)
monitor with 16 bit colour, 100MB of available hard disk space, a CD-Rom plus
internet or a fax connection for product activation.
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“Where once we would have
spent hours sorting and clearing
‘garbage’, perhaps doing 7 hours
of work, charging for 5 and writing
off 2 because most small business
clients could not afford it, we
have greatly increased our overall
efficiency.”
Greg Sheridan,
Sheridans Accountants, SA

Wages Manager
Wages Manager is the simple solution for small business owners who employ
staff. It is available as a stand alone program or is included in the Cashflow
Manager GOLD program.
Processing pays, calculating PAYG tax withholding and superannuation obligations
are very simple using Wages Manager. The following automated features also
provide employers with added protection from any potential penalties:
• Calculates the correct tax withholding scale based on the tax instalment
declaration forms completed by employees. (Other programs make you choose
one of the 30 different tax scale options.)
• Determines which allowances require tax to be deducted and which allowances
are part of ‘Ordinary Time Earnings’ for Superannuation Guarantee calculation
purposes
• Calculates employer superannuation contributions using the Tax Office
definition of ‘Ordinary Time Earnings’

Other features of Wages Manager include:
• Pay employees individually or process multiple employees at the same time
• Pay employees by cash, cheque or electronically and into multiple bank
accounts
• Calculate pays and generate pay slips for employees employed on a salary,
hourly rate, nominated gross or piece rate basis
• Inbuilt special tax scales for Actors, Horticulture Industry and Shearers
• ‘Custom Rates’ for employees with multiple pay rates e.g. food, hospitality,
hospitals etc.
• Caters for RDO’s, Allowances, Deductions, Bonuses, Commissions etc.
• Employee Diary to keep notes about employees (warnings, sick days etc)
• Manages employee sick leave and annual leave entitlements
• Automatically calculates the grossed up value of Fringe Benefits for PAYG
Payment Summaries
• Transfers payments for wages and superannuation back into Cashflow
Manager.
• All the reports you need to manage employee pays, superannuation and end
of year tax information including PAYG Payment Summaries
• Full, no questions asked, 90 day money back guarantee

In a recent survey, Wages Manager users indicated the average time
saved in producing end of year PAYG Payment Summaries and Tax
Office information was approximately 5 hours. The average time
to prepare this year end information was as little as 2 minutes per
employee.
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“Wages Manager has reduced our
weekly wage processing time from
about 1 hour down to 20 minutes.
On top of this, the wages are
calculated accurately and we don’t
have to look up tax tables for every
wage anymore! But the real benefit
of Wages Manager is all the reports
it provides for Superannuation &
Taxation purposes. Now all our
reporting obligations are met with
the push of a button.”
Brett Gooden,
Cannon Street Backpackers

Rent Manager
Client can keep excellent records for their investment properties.
Rent Manager is the perfect tool for clients looking to manage their tax obligations
on their investment property. It lets them record all their rental income and
expenses for their annual income tax return plus it also lets them keep property
purchase and cost base information for capital gains purposes.
It also contains a ‘property analysis’ section that lets accountants analyse potential
investment property purchases by their clients.

Rent Manager includes the following features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Record the rental income and expenditure for an investment property
Record information from the real estate agent monthly rental summaries
Keep track of mortgage interest and bank charges
Keep a log of travel to the property to collect rent and conduct property
inspections
Record property purchase, sale and improvement details for Capital Gains Tax
purposes
An Annual Summary report provides all the information for completing the
Income Tax Return
Keep detailed records for multiple properties
Calculate Depreciation on furniture & fittings
Calculate Tax Deductible Building Allowances
Easy to follow manual and online help
Full 90 day money back guarantee

Rent Manager’s Property Analysis Module
Use Rent Manager’s comprehensive Property Analysis Module to help clients make
an informed business decision when purchasing a rental property. Simply key in the
variables on the property and you can produce a series of reports and graphs that
provide a 10 year:
- Cash Flow Projection
- Taxable Income Estimates
- Equity Forecasts

Rent Manager CD-Rom Specifcations
•
•
•
•
•
•

PC with Pentium 233 or higher processor
32 MB RAM
50 MB Hard Drive Space
Windows 98, 2000, NT4, ME or XP
CD-Rom Drive
VGA or Higher Resolution
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